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know your rights, record your stories. fable for
kinect tells the story of how the people of albion

came together and fought to gain their
independence from the land of albion. as the new
king, you have the chance to rule as a hero. does
your legacy live up to your father's? will the world

regret the loss of your kind, loving, and brave
queen? listen to the people and play fable for kinect
to find out! this is the ultimate mashup of kickbeat
games. so it comes with some great kick beat hits:

an all-new "fable revenge" mode, world tournament,
the "make & win" and "feed me", "berserk" and

"flashback" modes from kickbeat hit me with style!,
plus a new bonus mode called "sports punch". plus,
this two-way battle system creates some crazy and

fun new ways to play the series' signature
gameplay! any of the king commands will work as
long as you have the correct number of command
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points, and you can also use the smart keyboard to
manually type the command if you don't have

enough points. if you've ever played a party game,
you're used to having to specify how many people

are in your group. in fable iii, your friends appear at
the bottom of the screen, with a message telling you
which ones are missing so you can pick their name

out of the list and have them enter the game.
powerful and exciting, the first kinect game to
deliver that kind of gameplay. with the kinect's
voice command system, the more you talk, the

more you'll master. but you can also dance, go to
the bathroom, type a command, or race against the
ai in a wide variety of challenges. the kinect is your
best friend as you talk, dance, type and command

your way through each level. and don't worry if you
don't have the kinect - play it with a regular

controller. there are no "tricks" that other games
use, no special moves. just play and enjoy.
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you must choose whether to fight for your people or
lead them to prosperity. we ask you to think about
the consequences of your actions. the world is at a

crossroads. will you choose a hero’s path or a
villain’s? your actions and choices have a

consequence throughout albion, and the kingdom
will reflect your moral choice. players are taken

through an intertwined story that they can complete
in any order, and that allows you to explore various
plot points in any order you choose. the breadth of
the story allows for the implementation of different
endings based on different moral decisions, leading
you on a deeper and the first three chapters of the
game explore a single setting and are seamlessly

connected. through a series of events, players
choose to fulfill a plot point in an action sequence of

events. from there, the story branches, allowing
players to choose different ending options for the
kingdom based on their moral decision. 2. moral
decision point: players have the option to pursue

their narrative sequence with a moral decision point.
this way, the player can choose whether to follow

the story “as written” or makes the decision to
make the kingdom better through heroic action. you

must set the kingdom in a better direction. the
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world around albion is changing and more people
are living in poverty. you must make hard choices to

turn the tide of war on poverty in albion. in the
narrative sequences, players will encounter poverty

and unrest. they will explore what happens when
people fall into poverty and see the impact of their

choices. additionally, the choices are tied to the
story and impact the kingdom in various ways and

depend on the decisions you make. 5ec8ef588b
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